Experimental tests of hypotheses for microsaccade generation.
Fixational eye movements such as microsaccades are important to prevent fading. These miniature eye movements are also necessary to redirect gaze to the target after a drift. Generation of saccades and microsaccades utilizes common neural substrates. We, therefore, hypothesized that physiological modulators of saccades should also affect microsaccades. Test of this hypothesis will also provide support for the models of a microsaccade generation. We performed two experiments. In the first experiment, complete darkness led to a decrease in the frequency and velocity, but increased the amplitude of microsaccades. In the second experiment, active eyelid closure further reduced the velocity and frequency of microsaccades, but increased their amplitude. Darkness reduces the superior colliculus activity leading to a reduction in the velocity and frequency of microsaccades. Eye closure might cause sustained inhibition of the omnipause neurons. Subsequent disinhibition of the burst neurons might cause a reduction in the post-inhibitory rebound firing resulting in a decreased velocity of microsaccades. Sustained inhibition of the omnipause neurons could also reduce the inhibitory drive that would otherwise abort microsaccades. Hence, by inhibiting the activity of omnipause neurons, the eye closure could increase the amplitude of microsaccades.